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Our Network

SkyNet Worldwide Express is built up of a number of strong 
businesses which combined together, creates a powerful

but more importantly flexible, international network.

Miami           London Johannesburg Dubai Singapore Sydney

SkyNet has a 
presence in 180 

countries 
delivering to 196 

countries
worldwide



HQ  Africa, Johannesburg HQ  Asia, Singapore

HQ  Europe, London HQ  Americas, Miami

Our HUB’s

HQ  Middle East, Dubai

HQ  Australia, Sydney



SKYNET EUROPEAN HUB 
SkyNet has invested in excess of € 18million in a brand new 5,0000

sq m. eco friendly secure warehouse facility complete with state of 
the art shipment processing technology



Direct coverage



Shipping 20+
million 

international 
express 
parcels 

annually

1000s of 
flights per 

week 
worldwide

25K+
Employees

Over 1000 offices 
worldwide



Our Mission

To provide fast, reliable and 
monitored international shipping 

services tailored to each customer’s 
individual needs. 



Our Values

Our people strongly believe in values of commitment
and demonstrating pride in everyday duties. We seek to 

minimise the impact of all business operations within our 
environment showing care and attention to detail.  



Our Vision

To focus on creating the best
international shipping service full of 

satisfied SkyNet customers that would 
use us again or refer us to their friends 

whether for B2B or B2C. 



Our Solutions...



International Express

•Fully tracked
•Proof of delivery
•High value 
•DDP & DDU

•Excellent Transit Times
•Fully Insured 
•Goods up to 30kg

Express shipping service by air to all 
International destinations



European Road

•Fully tracked
•Proof of delivery
•Oversized shipments
•Cost effective

•Fully Insured 
•Goods up to 50kg
•Prohibited Items 
•Restricted Items

Cost effective shipping service by Road to 
29 European destinations



ECOMMERCE WEB STORE PLUGINS & PLATFORMS

SkyNet is “eCommerce ready”
Offering bespoke integration options



Available in 
more than 60

countries!



Our Tracking Events

Collected

Arrived Hub

In transit to destination

Arrived at destination

Out for delivery

Proof of delivery

Web based track and trace system – customer facing platform

Automated 
customisable 

email 
communication 

available in 
multiple 

languages



The SkyNet Mobile 
Tracking application 
provides freedom to 
track and trace 
SkyNet shipments 
whilst on the go.

Mobile Tracking App



Our Reporting Data Reporting Analysis

Our customisable reports provide a detailed tracking insight 

Highlighting Uncontrollable and Controllable exceptions to delivery



Think of all the things we can 
we achieve, together.



www.skynet.net


